In this paper orthogonal multifilters for astronomical image processing are presented. We obtained new orthogonal multifilters based on the orthogonal wavelet of Haar and Daubechies. Recently, multiwavelets have been introduced as a more powerful multiscale analysis tool. It adds several degrees of freedom in multifilter design and makes it possible to have several useful properties such as symmetry, orthogonality, short support, and a higher number of vanishing moments simultaneously. Multifilter decomposition of scanned photographic plates with astronomical images is made.
INTRODUCTION
The astronomical images are characterized by special image content and by a very large number of bits/pixel (bpp). These data usually contain the objects (e.g. planets, minor planets, stars, nebulae, galaxies, etc.), which present the subject of interest, investigation and cataloguing. The objects are essentially point sources but their large range of intensities does not allow us to consider all of them to belong to a single region. A night sky data is acquired at low brightness, the acquiring process causes image contamination by various types of noises. In image preview systems the photometric accuracy is not of importance. The faint stars are very close to the plate background.
The wavelet transform is considered as one among the best tools to do this job. It allows us to separate the components of an image according to its size. It is a perfect tool for astronomical images. The effects of three compression algorithms on astrometry and photometry, H-compress, FITSPRESS and the video standard JPEG can be found in [3, 4] .
The polyspline wavelet is a newer image compression method. In [2] the applications to several astronomical images obtained from scanned photographic plates (SFP) are made. Other image compression methods are multifilters. One of the advantages is that a multiwavelet can possess the orthogonality and symmetry simultaneously, while except for the Haar system, a scalar system cannot have two properties at the same time [4] . Furthermore it is possible to construct non overlapping bases with arbitrary approximation order, which is not possible with one scaling function.
The goal of the present paper is a construction of new orthogonal multiwavelets based on orthogonal wavelets and researching on new multifilters for SFP on the astronomical images.
Multiwavelets are base of ) ( 2 R L consisting of more than one base function or generator. One of advantages of multiwavelets is that unlike in the case of a single wavelet, the regularity and approximation order can be improved by increasing the number of generators instead of lengthening the support.
These additional generators then provide more flexibility in approximating a given function.
One way to construct a multiwavelet is through MRA, which consists of a nested sequence
with the property that the closure of their union is 
,...,
has compact support or decays rapidly enough at infinity. The support of a scaling vector Φ is defined as the union of supports of its individual components. For 1 = r we obtain the classical wavelet systems. The condition that the spaces j V be nested implies that the scaling vector Φ satisfies the following twoscaling matrix dilation equation or matrix refinement equation 
As an example, for two wavelets ( 2 r = ), we can write the multiscaling function as
is called a multifilter, H is a matrix lowpass filter and G is a matrix highpass filter, respectively. Both Φ and Ψ have compact support.
This implies that the sums in (1) and (3) are finite and fully 2 L -orthogonal in terms of filter coefficients: 
Orthogonal multifilter was constructed by, Geronimo, Hardin and Massopust (GHM) [1] , Fig.1 and Fig.2 , and one level of decomposition, Fig.3 .
DAUBECHIES -LIKE MULTIFILTER
From orthogonal Daubechies wavelet we can construct very nice orthogonal multiwavelets with use double-shift properties. By using (2) for 2 = r construct multiscaling 
follows that orthogonal multiscaling filter is
and orthogonal multiwavelet filter
. Hence they satisfy of the orthogonal properties (4). The Daubechies scaling function for four filter coefficients is 
. We show the multifilter on Fig.3 , and its frequency domain filter coefficients, Fig.4 .
HAAR -LIKE MULTIFILTER
This multifilter with Haar function was obtained by scaling function
. Therefore we have orthogonal multiscaling filter
. ( j i of original image and that of reconstructed image, respectively, n m, are the width and the height of image. We contained PSNR for every decomposition level on astronomical images, Fig.7, and Fig.8 .
CONCLUSIONS
Multiwavelets have several advantages in comparison with scalar wavelets such as compact and short support, orthogonality, symmetry, and high order approximation. Here the orthogonal multiwavelet filters obtained from orthogonal wavelets were considered with a deferent point of view on the orthogonal multiwavelets. The new multiscaling functions have close frequency domains, see Fig.2a, Fig.4a, and Fig.6a , but multiwavelet functions are different, Fig. 2b, and Fig. 4b . The Haar-like multifilter and Haar scalar transform are lossless transforms, compared with Daubechies-like, Daubechies, and GHM transforms which are lossy transforms.
In Fig.7, and Fig.8 , we compare Daubechies-like, Haar-like, and GHM multifilters with Daubechies, and Haar scalar wavelets. We obtain good quality of images and performance with Haar-like multifilters. Compared with the scalar wavelets, Daubechieslike and Haar-like multifilters are with bigger multifilter gains and better choices for the present type of astronomical images. For images characterized by much nonsmooth variation and large regions of uniform intensity, the Haar transforms is extremely effective for lossless compression and it is good choice for up to five level image decompositions, Fig.7a . Disadvantage of Daubechies wavelet is strong dependence on image structures. We can see that at concentration about the image centre on deferent objects, planets, galaxy, pleads, or many stars, is obtained higher quality on images, see Fig.8a and Fig.7a . When we have local mixed object in the image, the present multifilters are a suitable choice to astronomical image processing, because we have large regions of uniform intensity, Fig.7b and Fig.8b . We can use software or hardware implementation of Haar-like multifilters, because they have only two filter coefficients with very simple structure.
In this multifilters image compression the compression performance is dependent on the effectiveness of the decorrelating transform employed. Unfortunately, transform effectiveness is inherently image -dependent, consequently no image transform yield to the best result for all class of images.
